"In today's complex and fast moving world, what we need even more than foresight or hindsight is insight"
CHANGING THE LANDSCAPE OF CATASTROPHE MODELLING
2. What strategic direction do you get that drives your role and function? Please give one word that best explains this. ie efficiency
1. Where is efficiency in exposure management most important? Choose one.
Deployment Options

Cloud Base

- Azure
- Amazon Web Services
- Google Cloud

...and more

ON PREMISE AND LOCALLY

Software as a Service (SaaS)

The following partners offer commercial services, consultancy and support with running models on the Oasis Loss Modelling Framework:

- Nasdaq
- Risk Modelling For Catastrophes (NMRC)
- IMPACT FORECASTING
  Powered by Aon
- RMSI
- XCEEDANCE
Oasis and Moody’s RMS

Moody’s RMS Intelligent Risk Platform to Build Unified Modeling Architecture to Integrate New Models from ARA, Fathom, JBA Risk Management and Other Risk Modeling Vendors

LONDON - MAY 25, 2023 - Moody’s RMS®, the leading global catastrophe risk modeling and solutions company, is announcing that risk models from Applied Research Associates, Inc. (ARA), Fathom, and JBA Risk Management (JBA) are all to be made available as a technology preview on the Intelligent Risk Platform™ (IRP), following the integration of the IRP into the Nasdaq (Nasdaq: NDAQ) Risk Modelling for Catastrophes (NRMC) service.

Moody’s RMS to Enhance Intelligent Risk Platform by Integrating Nasdaq Risk Modelling Platform for Oasis Based Models

Related Resources
EFFICIENCY

Open Data Standards (ODS)
NOT AN OASIS STANDARD...developed "by the market for the market"

- OED: Open Exposure Data
- ORD: Open Results Data

GitHub repos:
- https://github.com/OasisMF/ODS_OpenExposureData
- https://github.com/OasisMF/ODS_OpenResultsData

ODS
Open Data Standards
5/8/24
INNOVATION

• Work on validation
• Helping define handling uncertainty
• Global Exposure model
• Climate change
COLLABORATION

Become a member of Oasis
Use models in Oasis
Use open data standards
Contribute towards an Oasis project

free rider

noun [C] • disapproving

a person or company that gets an advantage without paying for it or earning it:

- Free riders are those workers who benefit from the existence of labor unions, but who don’t belong to a union.